Just drive – we take care.
Flexible and long-term protection with the Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare products for your Van.

Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare:
Service the way you want it.

Four times protection:
The benefits to you at a glance.

It’s not by chance that you drive a Mercedes-Benz
Van – it’s because you opted for outstanding quality.
Whatever happens, you want to stay on the move.
Our ServiceCare products help you to do so.

From ExtendedWarranty to an all-round service, our ServiceCare products are designed to take away the worry, so that you can face any
challenge – wherever the route takes you. Enjoy the feeling of being perfectly protected.

Whether it’s wear and tear repairs, maintenance,
unexpected warranty work or the complete service,
our four ServiceCare products contract gives you a
customized solution that meets all your needs. Every
trip becomes predictable, uncomplicated and free
from financial risk. You don’t have to worry about
workshop bills, and your van stays in top shape.
Our ServiceCare products are available whenever
you buy a new Mercedes-Benz Van. You can also
purchase them later or when you buy a used vehicle.
Thus, each mile feels just as good as the first one,
leaving you to focus on where you are going rather
than on how you get there.

Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare

Complete.
The all-inclusive service package.

Maintenance and Wear&Tear.
For double the certainty.

Maintenance.
For a perfectly maintained van.

ExtendedWarranty.
More warranty. More certainty.

• Certainty: you will reach your destination.
Our service in genuine Mercedes-Benz quality ensures that
your van remains safe and reliable as well as holding its value.

• Predictability: you can always keep track of costs.
Wherever work or life takes you, with fixed, transparent
instalments for the whole term of the contract.

• Mobility: you can keep things running smoothly,
whether it’s business or pleasure. Regular maintenance and
repairs secured by Mercedes-Benz quality and Mercedes-Benz
GenuineParts reduce the risk of vehicle downtime.

• Flexibility: van maintenance fits in with your home or
business schedule with customized contract terms
and mileages. You can choose fixed monthly instalments or
a one-off payment up front.*

*For further information about the Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare payment conditions, please contact your local authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

Maintenance and Wear&Tear:
For double the certainty.

Complete:
The all-inclusive service package.
If you require comprehensive additional protection for your van, look no further than our value
added product - Complete.
This package covers all workshop work, including extended warranty repairs. The vehicle is ready
for action when you need it, and you keep costs safely under control.*

Maintenance
Wear&Tear
ExtendedWarranty

Maintenance
Wear&Tear
ExtendedWarranty
1

Years
Covered by ServiceCare

This product combines the advantages of the Maintenance and Wear&Tear products – to minimize
the risk of downtime and give you unlimited mobility. This package gives you additional services
and even more attractive conditions.
In other words, even more service for even less costs.*
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3
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Covered by manufacturer’s warranty

Signing of contract
The contract can be signed at any time
in the first 12 months following initial
registration, on the condition that the vehicle
is maintained in accordance
with the manufacturer’s specifications.

Contract content
Replacement of wear and tear parts (e.g. brakes,
battery, clutch, suspension, oil) as well as
regular maintenance work as per manufacturer’s
specifications. The extended warranty covers
nearly all parts and assemblies (e.g. engine,
transmission, electrics, axles, air conditioning).

* For further conditions and information about our Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare products, please contact your local authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
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Covered by ServiceCare
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Covered by manufacturer’s warranty

Signing of contract
The contract can be signed at any time.
The contract term and mileage are unlimited.

4

5

Not applied

Contract content
Replacement of wear and tear parts (e.g.
brakes, battery, clutch, suspension, oil) as well
as regular Maintenance work as per Service
Booklet and manufacturer’s specifications.

* For further conditions and information about our Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare products, please contact your local authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

ExtendedWarranty:
More warranty, more certainty.

Maintenance:
Keeping your van in top shape.
Regular and accurate checking of the most important vehicle parts and functions ensures that your
van continues to deliver outstanding performance and reliability. Proper maintenance prevents
unnecessary repair costs and keeps downtime minimal and predictable. Our Maintenance product
protects your vehicle’s value and boosts its resale value.*

Maintenance
Wear&Tear
ExtendedWarranty

Maintenance
Wear&Tear
ExtendedWarranty
1

Years
Covered by ServiceCare

The ExtendedWarranty product offers you greater coverage for mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic,
electrical and electronic components. It protects you against unforeseen repair costs and without
any excess to pay, you get the benefit of predictable, attractive conditions.*
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Covered by manufacturer’s warranty

Signing of contract
The contract can be signed at any time.
The contract term and mileage are unlimited.

4

5

Not applied

Contract content
Regular Maintenance work as per Service
Booklet and manufacturer’s specifications.

* For further conditions and information about our Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare products, please contact your local authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
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Covered by ServiceCare
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Covered by manufacturer’s warranty

Signing of contract
The contract can be signed at any time
in the first 12 months following initial
registration, on the condition that the vehicle
is maintained in accordance
with the manufacturer’s specifications.

4

5

Not applied

Contract content
The ExtendedWarranty product covers
nearly all parts and assemblies (e.g. engine,
transmission, electrics, axles,
air conditioning).

* For further conditions and information about our Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare products, please contact your local authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

Carefree driving:
With our additional options.

Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare:
Everything at a glance.
Mercedes-Benz
ServiceCare*

Complete

Maintenance and
Wear&Tear

Maintenance

Extended
Warranty

Our additional offers and options will help you to fully customize your package so that you get
precisely what is most important to you.

Maintenance
Wear&Tear

Perfect service in Mercedes-Benz quality:
• Necessary repairs performed promptly
• Increased safety and reliability
• Highly economical thanks to durable
Mercedes-Benz GenuineParts
• Vehicle retains its value and has a higher
resale value

Complete

Maintenance
and Wear&Tear

Maintenance

Extended
Warranty

Service 24h

•

•

•

•

MobileService

•

•

•
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On site technical support

•

•

•

•

Wheel Change

•

•

•

•

Extra-cost additional options

ExtendedWarranty

No unexpected service costs:
• Complete cost control thanks to
transparent costs
• Cost saving and protection against
price increases
• Planning certainty with fixed,
transparent instalments

Maximum mobility:
• Minimized risk of downtime thanks to
the regular maintenance and repairs in
Mercedes-Benz quality

* For further conditions and information about our Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare products, please contact your local authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

• Optional

Mercedes-Benz Customer
Service Solutions.
Dedicated to uptime.
For our customers, maximum uptime is the key to maximum profitability. And this is precisely what we strive for everyday: to keep
vehicles – and transport – running as smoothly as possible at all times. Having your commercial vehicle serviced by a Mercedes-Benz
Authorized Workshop is a wise decision. A selection of the Customer Services that we provide are highlighted below:
Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare
Mercedes-Benz ServiceCare
provides you with tailor-made service
packages offering you complete
peace of mind, at a fixed cost over the ownership period,
with four main attractive packages - Complete, Maintenance
and Wear&Tear, Maintenance and ExtendedWarranty.
MobileService
Mobile Service by Mercedes-Benz
offers a new dimension of convenience
to our customers in having their vans
serviced directly at their location. The core benefit for our
customers in having their vehicles serviced on site is clear:
they can save all the additional downtime and effort they
historically had to invest to relocate a vehicle to a stationary
workshop for servicing or repairs.
Service24h
In the unlikely case of a technical
breakdown, you can always count
on our Service24h experts. 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Our service hotline
will respond to your call and arrange for rapid, professional
assistance minimising vehicle downtime.

Always available, wherever you need us.
Our widespread network in the Middle East and North Africa.
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GenuineParts and lubricants
Mercedes-Benz GenuineParts offer
an extended durability and lifetime as
well as unparalleled reliability. They
are sold with a Mercedes-Benz two-year unlimited mileage
warranty and are additionally stored locally in our Dubai
based Regional Logistics Centre to ensure the optimum
availability and fastest delivery.
Mercedes-Benz
Remanufactured Parts
Mercedes-Benz ReMan parts offers
significant savings to your budget, are
friendly to our environment and offers the same quality and
manufacturer warranty of 2 years as new Mercedes-Benz
GenuineParts current portfolio of ReMan parts consist of
selection of Mercedes-Benz engines, automatic/ manual
transmission, as well as wide selection of peripheral
components such as alternators, starter motors, A/C
compressors, etc.
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Afghanistan, Global Star Motors Ltd.
(+93) 7 7500 5152, www.Afghanistan.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Bahrain, Al Haddad Motors
(+973) 1 778 5454, www.Bahrain.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Egypt, Manufacturing Commercial Vehicles (MCV)
(+226) 65883 71, www.Egypt.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Iran, Daimler Representative Office Tehran
(+971) 4 807 5322, www.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Iraq, West Baghdad, Savanna Group of Companies
(+964) 7 708 001 111, www.Iraq.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Iraq, Erbil, Leading Star Company
(+964) 7 510 182 752, www.Iraq.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Jordan, T. Gargour & Fils Co.
(+962) 6 416 2410, www.Jordan.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Kuwait, Abdul Rahman Albisher & Zaid Alkazemi Co.
(+965) 1 833 111, www.Kuwait.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Lebanon, T. Gargour & Fils SAL
(+961) 1 255 366, www.Lebanon.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Libya, Silver Star Libya
(+218) 21 480 8015, www.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com

Morocco, Auto Nejma Maroc S.A.
(+212) 522 65 09 90, www.Morocco.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Oman, Zawawi Trading Company LLC
(+968) 2 465 9200, www.Oman.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Pakistan, Shahnawaz Pvt. Ltd.
(+92) 2 135 8758 52, www.Pakistan.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Qatar, Nasser Bin Khaled & Sons Automobiles
(+974) 4 462 4444, www.Qatar.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Saudi Arabia, Juffali Industrial Products Company (JIPCO)
(+966) 2 682 2000, www.KSA.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Tunisia, Société Le Moteur SA
(+216) 71 205 502, www.Tunisia.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
UAE – Dubai & Northern Emirates, Gargash Enterprises LLC
(+971) 4 347 6777, www.Dubai.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
UAE – Abu Dhabi, Emirates Motor Company (EMC)
(+971) 2 656 7400, www.AbuDhabi.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com
Yemen, United Engineering & Automobile Co. Ltd.
(+967) 1 330 080, www.Yemen.Trucks.MercedesBenzMENA.com

Regional Centre ‒ Daimler Commercial
Vehicles MENA
Regional Logistics Centre
Al Jazirah
Al Hamra

Dubai
Abu Dhabi

Fujairah

Al Ain

As regards the information provided in this brochure: products may have been affected by changes since the deadline
for the printing of this publication is March 2018. Subject to changes in design and shape, color differences and
changes to equipment specifications by the manufacturer for the overall market life of the product, provided the
changes or differences are tolerable to the customer, bearing in mind the interests of the seller. Where the seller or
manufacturer uses characters or numbers to denote the order or the ordered item, no rights may be inferred purely
from these. The illustrations and texts may also include accessories and optional equipment that are not part of
the standard specifications. The color as shown in this publication is subject to the technical scope of the printing
process. This printed publication may likewise contain types and support services that are not available in certain
countries. Therefore, please ask for details of the regulation and their consequences for your specific country.
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